Joint Fire Science Program Smoke Science Plan, 2010–2016: Results and Impacts
www.nrfirescience.org/resource/17755
The Smoke Science Plan (SSP) was built upon personal interviews and an extensive web-based needs identification with scientists, fire managers, and air quality managers using online questionnaires (Riebau and Fox 2010a, 2010b). It is structured around four themes, which are conceptualized as complementary investigative areas to...
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Non-deforestation fire vs. fossil fuel combustion: the source of CO2 emissions affects the global carbon cycle and climate responses
www.nrfirescience.org/resource/14328
Non-deforestation fire – i.e., fire that is typically followed by the recovery of natural vegetation – is arguably the most influential disturbance in terrestrial ecosystems, thereby playing a major role in carbon exchanges and affecting many climatic processes. The radiative effect from a given atmospheric CO2 perturbation is...
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Particulate air pollution from wildfires in the western US under climate change
www.nrfirescience.org/resource/14558
Wildfire can impose a direct impact on human health under climate change. While the potential impacts of climate change on wildfires and resulting air pollution have been studied, it is not known who will be most affected by the growing threat of wildfires. Identifying communities that will be most affected will inform development...
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The climate-wildfire-air quality system: interactions and feedbacks across spatial and temporal scales
www.nrfirescience.org/resource/13698
Future climate change and its effects on social and ecological systems present challenges for preserving valued ecosystem services, including local and regional air quality. Wildfire is a major source of air-quality impact in some locations, and a substantial contributor to pollutants of concern, including nitrogen oxides and...
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Impacts of mega-fires on large U.S. urban area air quality under changing climate and fuels
www.nrfirescience.org/resource/15569
Mega-fires can adversely impact air quality in the United States and the impacts are likely to become more serious in the future due to the possibility of more frequent and intense mega-fires in response to
the projected climate change. This study investigated U.S. mega-fires and fuel conditions and their environmental impacts under...
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